IMPORTANT: Plan all cable routing before the installation.

WARNING

AIRBAG DEPLOYMENT—Do not install equipment or route wiring in the deployment path of an airbag. Failure to observe this warning will reduce the effectiveness of the airbag or potentially dislodge the equipment, causing serious injury or death.

To mount the lights:
1. See Figure 1. Mark and cut out the recommended mounting hole.

   **Figure 1** Mounting holes for MPS300 and MPS600 with boot

2. See Figure 2. Insert the lighthouse into the rubber boot.
3. Secure the lighthouse to the boot with the provided Phillips-head screws.

   **Figure 2** Lighthouse secured in boot with hardware

4. See Figure 3. Insert the assembly into the mounting hole. Ensure the boot is flush with the mounting surface.

   **Figure 3** Lighthouse with boot inserted in mounting hole
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